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It was the unanimous agreement of the HWu3a Steering 
Group that the main focus of its activities and window to the 
world should be on our new website.  This has been set up 
and widely acclaimed for its style, content and interest.  Not 
only is it a major, ‘go to’ resource for all our 1,000+ members, 
but a window to attract new members; something we need to 
do because experience is proving that it is from them that we 
have recruited new trustees and volunteers, plus ideas and 
potential leaders for new groups.  This focus will help to 
ensure that HWu3a is sustainable and continues to be 
forward looking. We accept that not all of our members 
engage with websites and emails in the same way, but your 
committee and group leaders will continue to keep in touch 
using traditional methods, such as post and phone. HWu3a 
website 

In the meantime, the HWu3a newsletter is gradually taking on a style and content of its own.  Your 
newsletter team has been working hard behind the scenes to plan and make this happen. We 
hope you like it. Its features including a colourful collage on the front page, features on a range of 
issues, including interviews with volunteers and the u3a movement, photos and text of special one 
off events and trips, advertisements for trips, a 2 to 4 page feature on a particular genre of groups 
and the Groups’ Noticeboard (details of new groups or those seeking new members).  We have 
restricted the paper edition to 12 pages, focusing on the need to raise awareness locally of HWu3a 
and to attract new members, reducing printing costs and being aware of using less paper. 
An exciting new feature to the paper newsletter has been the electronic edition, which is shared 
with all members for whom we hold an email address, as well as being available on the website: 
HWu3a Newsletters  The extended version has an unlimited number of pages: or, at most, as many 
features that members contribute and the newsletter team has the time to process!!!  On the 
latter point, it is over to you, HWu3a members, to submit your articles and photos on group 
activities, topics or hobbies that interest you or quizzes.   
I know this is a new way forward, particularly for articles on group activities, but as these usually 
pertain to those members with similar interests, the newsletter team feels these should go in the 
extended version.  Behind the scenes, volunteer time permitting, they will be posted to the 
website under the relevant group activity. To that end we have been running training sessions for 
group leaders or a representative of their group, to become familiar with using WordPress and 
post their own photos and text.  We hope to continue these sessions into the autumn and, if you 
have not done so, sign up now by emailing: groups@hwu3a.org.uk 
 
 

Keeping in touch in 2022— Helen Salisbury, Chair 

MODESTY prevents Helen praising the person be-
hind our Website, too much, but Bob Morris has re-
ceived this fulsome praise from Peter Edge who is the 
webmaster for the EM Region website.   

“I'd like to add the new Harborough Welland website to 
the examples of good website practice  - excellent 
branding, use of photographs, presentation of news, 
presentation of groups - I could go on. “  D.M  

https://hwu3a.org.uk/
https://hwu3a.org.uk/
https://hwu3a.org.uk/newsletters/
mailto:groups@hwu3a.org.uk
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I mentioned the 12 page newsletter 
will now contain a 2 to 4 page fea-
ture on a particular genre of 
groups and I would like to share 
these with you so that you can 
work with your group leaders in 
good time to maybe work collabo-
ratively and submit items, photos 
and even diagrams for your fea-
ture.  Email these  
to:  newsletter@hwu3a.org.uk 

Above is a recent example of the new format 
newsletter.  You can see copies of ALL HWu3a  
Newsletters on the website.         DM. 

Genre Month 

Languages June 22 

History July 22 

Creative and Using the 
Internet 

Aug. 22 

Crafting Sept. 22 

Literary Oct. 22 

Music Nov. 22 

Seasonal and Wine Tasting Dec. 22 

Trips and holidays Jan. 23 

Indoor active and games Feb. 23 

Walking Mar. 23 

Outdoor – active April 23 

On pages 5 —8, you will see details 
from the following groups:  

Art History, Family History, Local 
History, Aspects of History, The 
Transport Group and Railway 
Exploration Group (REXP). 

Thanks to the Group Leaders for 
supplying these articles.   D.M 

mailto:newsletter@hwu3a.org.uk
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David Morgan is a fairly recent arrival to Market Harborough and a new 
member of our u3a but he is very familiar with the u3a movement. He was 
a founding member of Chalfont u3a, which was only formed 7 years ago. 
He had attended an initial meeting there to find out about setting up a 
u3a and was amazed to find over 200 people also wanting to find out 
more. By the time he left Chalfont and moved to Harborough, they had a 
membership of over 800. 

 

David was the Speaker Finder for 2 years in his previous u3a, taking on the role just before the 
Covid pandemic started so the general speaker meetings were conducted via Zoom. This 
involved contacting all the booked speakers to find out if they were still willing and able to 
continue with their presentation, some were but others weren’t.  

Asked how he will go about finding speakers for our u3a meetings, David admitted that, initially, 
it might be difficult because his previous contacts were mainly based in his local region and 
conducted via Zoom. Sourcing speakers in the Harborough area for face-to-face meetings 
could prove more of a challenge. He did say, though, that speakers usually find him and he has 

to decide whether they fit the bill for 
u3a members. Luckily, our retiring 
Speaker Finder, Liz Brett, has 
speakers booked until the end of 
2022 so when David takes over the 
role this month, he has time to look 
ahead. 

Since moving to Market Harborough, 
David has been pleased to find that 
he can continue, via u3a, with his two 
main interests – table tennis and 
playing in a band. He is now part of 
the Jordan Jammers, our own rock 
group, and plays with 2 of our table 
tennis groups. He is also member of 

the Market Harborough Table Tennis Club, where he plays league matches. We are very lucky 
that David has volunteered for the important role of searching out interesting speakers to 
provide us with a varied programme for our general meetings. We look forward to hearing the 
results of his work in 2023.                                  KH   

Meet the new Speaker Finder 

David sharing guitar riffs with Bob Morris at the 
Jammers  weekly rehearsal. 
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Exploring the Past with HWu3a                       

With our focus this month being History and related groups, it 
seems only fitting that we should begin with a few historical 
facts. 

The U3A started in France at the Faculty of Social Sciences 
in Toulouse in 1973. Known as the Université du Troisieme Age, The 
University of the Third Age (U3A) is an international movement 
whose aims are the education and stimulation of mainly retired 
members of the community—those in their third 'age' of life.   

It was adopted in the UK in 1982 and has grown from strength to 
strength ever since. However, in recent years, it was felt that some 
rebranding was called for. The word University was dropped as it suggested too formal a purpose 
and the whole name was reduced to u3a, (lower case,) to promote a more attractive package. 

Personally, I’m not too sure about this but the fact remains that a lot of learning goes on in 
HWu3a groups and meetings. Members and guest speakers have so much knowledge to impart 
and so many life experiences to share. 

Learn. Laugh. Live. And in the next few pages you will discover just how much 

learning is going on in the HWu3a. Enjoy!      D.M 

Art History 

The Art History group meet once a month at the Congregational 
Church Centre.  Over the years we have explored a wide range of 
artists through their paintings, drawings, prints and sculpture. At the 
upcoming meetings we will look at the work of Vermeer, Munch, 
Rembrandt and the Pitmen Painters. We start by watching a DVD 
followed by a discussion where everyone is encouraged to share 

information, thoughts and experience.  
Sometimes we choose a theme and 
those that who make a short 
presentation on their chosen 
painting.  Details of upcoming exhibitions, TV programmes and 
u3a online events are shared during the meeting and also in my 
monthly e-mail to the group.   

I don’t have space for any new members currently but there is a 
waiting list if you would like to be added to it.       

   Angela Deane   Group Leader 

The Scream by Edward Munch 

The Art of Painting by Johannes Vermeer 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toulouse,_France


 

 

Family History Group 

 

The HWU3A Family History group had its first 
meeting in April this year in the Community 
Church Hall in Bath St. Before the meeting we 
surveyed all 50 people, who had expressed an 
interest in the group, partly to get an idea of 
the experience and wants of the potential 
members and partly to see how big a venue we 
needed. The response to the survey was 
excellent, over 80% responded. About a 
quarter were experienced and willing to help others and just over one third had not started 
or were just starting to research their family trees. There were clear messages for what was 
wanted: to learn and socialise with like-minded people. Our meeting format to date has 
started with a discussion on how the group is operating, with proposals for volunteers for 
future projects and notice of upcoming events. This is followed by about 30 mins for 
socialising and getting to know each other. The activity is already producing results, 
people are working together on their trees. We even had two members who started 
chatting because they were sitting next to each other, only to discover they think they 
share an ancestor.  

The last hour is for talks, so far from our own members. The first was on how to start your 
tree in the digital age and as a member of a U3A group, the second on the life and times of a 
merchant seaman who was born in 1801, which promoted a discussion on lighthouses, lunatic 
asylums, and shipwrecks. Last month, again based on a members’ own family was on the 
various ways names can get corrupted in the records and included insights into the 1921 
census and parish records. This prompted a discussion on accents and how record 
information is collected where many of the population were illiterate and on local history 
societies.  

Everybody’s family tree is unique to them and so will lead to members researching different 
areas of the country, different occupations and details of the changes to laws, politics and 
technology to gain an understand of the lives of their ancestors. This leads to a wide variety 
of interesting stories and most family historians love to discuss their findings.  

The next meeting is on 18th August. New members will be welcome, but please contact one 
of the FHG committee in advance, as we are close to the capacity of our venue, if everyone 
turns up.                                                     Rob Green 
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The Local History Group has 123 members and meets for 9 months of the year on the third 
Tuesday of each month at the Methodist Church on Northampton Road opposite the Market Hall. 
Members are asked to arrive between 1.45 and 2.00pm, with the talks commencing at 2.15pm.  
We aim to cover all aspects of the history and archaeology of Leicestershire and 
Northamptonshire, together with an occasional venture into the neighbouring countries of 
Lincolnshire, Rutland and Warwickshire, with a once a year visit to London. 
Our speakers are experts in their fields and we have had talks on such varied subjects as the 
Naseby Battlefield, Boat Builders of Market Harborough, The Symingtons, Leicestershire Murder 
Stories and the True Story and Secrets behind the Film and Musical of Kinky Boots. 
Our forthcoming talk on the 19th July will be given by Brian Johnson with "Made in Leicester". 
In addition to the Monthly Meetings, we also organise 2 visits a year in June and September to 
local places of Historical Interest, with a tour accompanied by a local guide.  Earlier in June, there 
was a fascinating tour to Geddington, full details of which will shortly be available on the Local 
History Section of the website. In September we are visiting the Abbey Pumping Station, where 
there will be a guided tour of the ornate Pumping House and the Museums based there, as well as 
coffee/tea and cake. 
Avril Pell and Ian Webb   Group Leaders Local History Group 

Exploring the Past with HWu3a                       

Aspects of History 

We began several years ago as an "Ancient History" group but as our definition of "ancient" grew 
somewhat, we decided to broaden our remit. We have looked at a huge range of topics relating to 
different aspects of history: both ancient and modern; British and worldwide. 

These are selected by our small but enthusiastic members and are usually based around a DVD 
which is then discussed, with the conversation often wandering into the relevance for today. We 
are now finishing our look at the Stuarts, ranging from their origins as a  Scottish clan through to the 
last attempts to support them as claimants to the throne in the late  nineteenth century. We have 
had many presentations, too, but the long-attending group members are probably running out of 
inspiration now! We welcome new members as we are friendly and undemanding! We meet in the 
comfortable lounge of the Desborough Town Football Club, generally on the fourth Thursday of the 
month from 2 to about 4pm. Why not come along?    

 Ernie Parsons, Group Leader Please give me a ring on 01536 760141 to check, though.  
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Exploring the Past with HWu3a                       

Transport Group 1st Wednesday of the Month, 10am in the Little Bowden Bowls Club 

Most of our meetings include self-generated talks and there is no guidance on subject manner except that it 
must be some form of transport which preferably makes a loud noise.  In the past we have discussed subjects 
including 18th C Canals, 19th C Railways, 20th C Cars to 21st C Container ships. 

The December meeting comprises of a Team Trivia Quiz with the SPARC/ Car-Ling competition. Details and 
rules of this fast-growing sport can be seen on https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yLZM-aCMB5Y. 

There is no waiting list for the group.  

Many of the members of the Transport Group believe “Those who don’t study history are doomed to repeat it. 
Yet those who do study history are doomed to stand by helplessly while everyone else repeats it”.  
   Michael Milsom, Group Leader              

               

The Railway Exploration Group (REXP) started over 10 years ago with a small number of 
people interested in the now defunct railway that ran from Rugby to Stamford via Harborough.  Since 
that time our scope has widened to encompass railway history in its broadest terms, principally within 
the UK but also worldwide.  We concentrate mainly on the 19th & 20th centuries covering the beginnings 
through to managed decline and on to today’s rejuvenations. 
 
Our membership is varied, with a significant proportion being lady members.  Backgrounds range from 
people with extensive knowledge of railway history and its technicalities to those who bring information 
and expertise from other fields.  This all combines to enhance our overall understanding of the subject – 
important, because the railway has impacted so many aspects of social, economic, industrial and 
political history of the last 200 years. 
 
We encourage discussion – often prompted by members’ presentations.  For those not possessing the 
wherewithal to produce PowerPoints, assistance is available for the transmogrification of notes/photos/
doodles into a respectable slideshow!  During Lockdown we explored the breadth of members’ interests 
by circulating within the group more than 200 self-authored articles based on favourite topics.  These 
ranged from railways in art and literature on the one hand, to childhood memories of 1950s train 
spotting on the other.  This has encouraged us to maintain a wide-range of topics, British and 
International. 

Photos—
M

ichael M
ilsom

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yLZM-aCMB5Y.
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Summer in Harborough 

Photos—John Hammond 

Cycling group ( Kevin Millard) 

And a sunny day in Marlow ... 

For the full story …  

Go to the Hwu3a 
website / all day 
walking group or 
look in the online 

version of the 
Newsletter 

All Day Walking – June Walking 

Break in the Chilterns – 

https://hwu3a.org.uk/agroupnews/june-all-day-walking-group-break/
https://hwu3a.org.uk/agroupnews/june-all-day-walking-group-break/
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HWu3a HOLIDAY – NORTHUMBERLAND 

11 SEPTEMBER – 15 SEPTEMBER 2022 

HWu3a HOLIDAY – NORTHUMBERLAND 

11 SEPTEMBER – 15 SEPTEMBER 2022 
 

4* DERWENT MANOR HOTEL, CONSETT - 4 
NIGHTS HALF BOARD 

 

THERE ARE SOME LATE BOOKING 
PLACES LEFT BUT FULL PAYMENT 
WILL BE REQUIRED ON BOOKING 

 

For further information please contact Maryan 
Richardson 

Tel. 01858 462573 or email – trips1@hwu3a. 

  Broadway and Snowshill Manor Cotswolds            Friday 15th July 
 

A visit to Broadway In the Cotswolds for coffee and a 
look round this charming village. 

Then we move on at lunch time to 
Snowshill Manor, the home 

of Charles Wade from1919.  A 
very in- teresting house with all his collecta-

bles, a man fascinated by anything hand crafted and 
made with skill. 

Saltaire Village                

Friday  26th  August 
Situated on the outskirts of Bradford, it 

owes it’s name to Sir Titus Salt who built a 
mill and village for his workers by the River 

Aire. 

The mill turned out worsted cloth and 
opened in 1853. Today it is a shopping 

centre, restaurant complex and Art 
Gallery with an exhibition of work by David 

Hockney 

Cost of coach and talk about the history of 
the village £23 

The coach will leave Market Harborough 
Bus Station at 8.30am 

 
 

Holidays and Trips                       

Thanks to Sue and Maryan for your 
continuing hard work to provide 
interesting excursions and breaks to 
the HWu3a members. 

By the members, for the members! 
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Groups’ 

Noticeboard 

NEWS FLASH: The 'Harborough Welland Get Together' will go ahead as usual on 
Monday 25th July as the Group Leaders' Workshop planned for that date has been 
postponed until later in the year. These informal meetings on the 4th Monday have 
proved to be popular, not only as an opportunity to meet fellow members but as a 
launching pad for new groups. 

Backgammon - after a very successful meeting with some keen members, the group 
will hopefully be getting underway in September. Look out for more details over the 
summer months. 

Crafting for Charities 2 is ready to get started with Judith Sampson as Group Leader. 
(details in the online Group List) 

Scrabble for Fun has a new Group Leader, Toni Parsons, and a new venue for their 
starting date on Wednesday 10th August. (more information in the online Group List) 

New Age Kurling 2 held a very enjoyable taster session on 22nd June with over 20 
members playing, ably guided by Jane Wilkins and her helpers. We have the enthusiasm, 
the equipment and venue, however the group cannot run without Group Leader(s) so, 
if you want this group to go ahead, please let me know! 

Both the Wednesday and Friday Strollers have new Group Leaders, Judith Sampson 
and joint leaders Carol Harvey and Michael Parsons, respectively. My thanks go to John 
and Vivian Hammond who previously ran the Wednesday group and Colin and Julia 
Ford, the Friday group. I'm sure they haven't hung up their walking boots just yet and will 
continue to enjoy their monthly strolls and lunches. 

Are you a keen Mah Jong player or would you like to learn? Please get in touch 
with me if this is something you're interested in.  

 

Louise Elsome Group Coordinator.   
groups@hwu3a.org.uk  07740 572956 
 

  

 
 

The committee acknowledge all the work done by Group Leaders; established 
and those just about to take charge. Thank you, on behalf of the members. 

mailto:groups@hwu3a.org.uk


 
 
Helen Salisbury, Chair.  
chair@hwu3a.org.uk  07837 410575 
Ian Webb Vice-Chair.  01858 440851 
vicechair@hwu3a.org.uk   
Dave Martin, Secretary.   
secretary@hwu3a.org.uk  01858 440530 
Andrew West, Treasurer.   
treasurer@hwu3a.org.uk 07732 511572 
Ian Webb, Membership Secretary.   
membership@hwu3a.org.uk  01858 440851 
Louise Elsome Group Coordinator.   
groups@hwu3a.org.uk  07740 572956 
(Non Executive - Stephen Joy 
website@hwu3a.org.uk ) 

 
 

Jack Horton, Marketing.   
marketing@hwu3a.org.uk 07511 749462 
Kate Helm, Publicity and STARS Coordinator 
publicity@hwu3a.org.uk   07817 735784 
Stuart Irons, Premises Coordinator 
premises@hwu3a.org.uk  Tel:   01858 465287 
Liz Brett, New Members and Speakers 
new.members@hwu3a.org.uk 
speakers@hwu3a.org.uk  07907 631529 
Linda Reed, Membership Secretary Elect. 
membershipelect@hwu3a.org.uk 07986 469319 

David Morgan, Speaker Finder, (new 
appointment, Non-Executive) 
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HWu3a Executive Committee 

 

 

This is the printed version of the Newsletter. However you can read many more articles 
and see more photos on the online Edition. Go to our website and  read pages 13 and 
beyond. We would welcome your comments and your contributions for this online 
version.  Jack Horton & David Martin.  Copy deadline for printed version, Friday 29th July. 

'Harborough Welland Get Together' -
Mon 25th July WILL be open to all 
members.  

Monthly Meeting . Mon 8th August: 
10:30 am – ‘Albertopolis  

What did the Victorians ever do for 
us?’ – Dr. Colin Cohen. 

'Harborough Welland Get Together' -
Mon 22nd August . 

 

 
 

By the members, for the members. Last month we appealed for help with 

delivering newsletters to Desborough Library. A very helpful lady stepped in and it 
was job done. Thank you very much, you know who you are! 

Details of all the groups, venues and times, can be found on the online 
version, pages 14,15. Or on a flyer available at meetings. 

COFFEE TEA & BISCUITS AT THE MONTHLY SPEAKER MEETING 

My thanks go to Rose, Sue, Ann and Julia for manning the kitchen and serving 
counter at our June meeting. Pleased to say that we have volunteers for July, August 
and September. Colin Ford   Refreshment coordinator    telephone 01858 463129 

The Albert 
Monument - part of 
the subject covered 
in Colin Cohen’s talk. 

mailto:chair@hwu3a.org.uk
mailto:vicechair@hwu3a.org.uk
https://hwu3a.org.uk/committee/secretary@hwu3a.org.uk
mailto:chair@hwu3a.org.uk
mailto:treasurer@hwu3a.org.uk
mailto:membership@hwu3a.org.uk
mailto:groups@hwu3a.org.uk
mailto:publicity@hwu3a.org.uk
mailto:marketing@hwu3a.org.uk
mailto:premises@hwu3a.org.uk
mailto:new.members@hwu3a.org.uk
mailto:speakers@hwu3a.org.uk
mailto:new.members@hwu3a.org.uk
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INTRODUCTION TO  Online Version 

Contents: 

Page 14–15 Interest Groups 

Page 16 Birding Thursday, Wednesday 
Birding Group 

Page 17 Bookworms, Drawing & Painting, 
Garden Group 

Page 18 Garden Group 

Page 19 The Coffee Hut, The HWu3a Choir 

Page20 Transport Group, New to Zoom, 
Cycling 

Page 21-24 cycling 

Page 24 –27 New Experiences 

Page 27-28 Petanque 

Page 29 Carnival 10K Run 

Page 30–34 Walking Group Reports 

Page 34-35 Wildlife Group 

 

Welcome to the online version where we have the 
space to explore a wide range of interests and 
 activities in-depth.  We have made extensive use 
of photos in this edition. Hyperlinks have also been 
used so that when a reader clicks on this link they 
are taken directly to the HWu3a website for even 
more information and content.  
 
We  would invite you the members to contribute 
your articles, suggestions for subjects you would 
like to see covered in future editions of the news-
letter and your photographs. 
 
The HWu3a newsletter is both a powerful market-
ing tool to attract both new members and enhance 
the image and reputation of the U3a movement in 
our community.   
 
Thank you to everyone who submitted an  
article  or photograph for this edition. 
 
Jack Horton. 
 

Jillian Hart  

Can you name this Fungi? Photo was taken on the Walking 
Wednesday half day groups walk to Tilton on the Hill in 
June.  Answer later in the newsletter. 

Thames Cruise To Windsor—look  

out for the report in the August issue. 

Thank you Maryan for a lovely trip. JH. 
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INTEREST GROUPS 
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Birding Thursday 
 
Family commitments meant that June's outing 
to the Lyndon Reserve of Rutland Water was 
made in the afternoon. We made our way 
along the top path to the Shallow Water hide 
admiring the wild flower meadows en route, in 
particular the fine display of Common Spot-
ted Orchids. The female Osprey was showing 
well at the nest with occasional glimpses of 
one or more of the chicks. Eventually the male 
was spotted bringing in a large fish which he 
deposited in the nest and then retired to a 
nearby tree. Returning via the Waderscrape 
hide better views of them all were obtained 
using the Osprey Team's scope. At this hide a 
large screen gave close up views of the nest 

where we could watch the female feeding the young. 

Whilst there a Reed Bunting gave us a few bursts of its tinny little song. Other birds in song were several Black-
cap, Sedge Warbler and Chiffchaff, the latter in full view up on a telegraph wire. There were many Little Egrets 
and a couple of Grey Heron in Manton Bay whilst lots of Tufted Duck paddled around as Swallows and Sand 
Martins zoomed low over the water to feed. A few dragonflies were spotted too; Broad-bodied Chaser and 
Black-tailed Skimmer the standout ones. The meadows and hedges were alive with butterflies including 
Speckled Wood, Red Admiral, Meadow Brown, Small Skipper and Ringlet. 

Bruce White 

Wednesday Birding Group  

For this month’s visit, we went over to Titchmarsh Nature Reserve at Aldwincle not far from Thrap-
ston.  We had a lovely sunny morning, despite the forecast for rain.   

The reserve is in a peaceful area, alongside the river Nene and includes two fishing lakes: Alwincle 
Lake and Heronry Lake.    The walk around the reserve is a gentle flat trail mainly on grass and takes 
about an hour, although with plenty of stops and visits to the birdwatching hides, it took much long-
er.   The foliage is now pretty dense but we still saw plenty of birds and spotted 23 different species.   
We also heard a Cetti’s Warbler but these are secretive little birds and we didn’t catch a glimpse.  
This area was part of the Thrapston Gravel Pits and is now an area of Special scientific Interest.  So, 
as well as the different birds in evidence, there were many beautiful wildflowers, plenty of butterflies 
and clouds of blue damselflies and banded demoiselles.   If you’re looking for a quiet country walk in 
lovely surroundings, this reserve is well worth a visit. 

Linda Lawton 
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Bookworms 
 
We have had some really good reads this year and yesterday's 
book was no exception.  It was The Lincoln Highway by Amor 
Towles (The author of A Gentleman in Moscow). Towles char-
acterisation is superb and he has four very well drawn, dispar-
ate people all going westwards on the Lincoln Highway except 
they are side-tracked and go east to New York. It is funny and 
sad, engaging and uplifting. The book is set in the 1950s when 
life might have seemed simpler. Not for our characters! Every-
one liked the book very much. 
 
Ronnie Leech 

 

 

Drawing and Painting  

We had a great deal of fun implementing some of the tech-
niques that Marion Holden demonstrated to us, and produced 
a variety of interesting pieces of artwork. We will not be holding 
indoor meetings in July and August. Instead, we are planning 
two outdoor painting days, the first to be on Thursday, July 7th. 
In the interests of saving petrol, we have decided to hold this 
first session at the canal basin in Market Harborough from 11 am 
on, weather permitting. We have used this venue before and 
know that there is easy access to toilet facilities, coffee and 
food, if required. Otherwise, bring a picnic, art gear, something 
to sit on, and hopefully, protection from the sun! 

 

Elaine Scarlett and She Garman  

Garden Group 

The Garden group had lovely warm weather again for our June outing, how lucky are we! 

This month we travelled to the north Cotswolds to visit two stunning but contrasting gardens. 

We arrived at Bourton house gardens at 9.45, before they opened, but we were all made very welcome and 
after enjoying coffee in the Tithe Barn ambled around to enjoying the morning. 

The planting was in a typically English formal style with beds set out around a large lawn, there were roses in 
abundance and a number of unusual plants that we found difficult to identify. The whole garden is beautifully 
set off by the mellow Cotswold stone and the surrounding landscape. 

We enjoyed a very good lunch and then after sitting in the shade under the trees made our way to our second 
stop. Sezincote house is definitely not in the English style, it was the inspiration of Charles Cockerell who spent 
a lot of time in India with East India company and wanted to take something of that country home with him. So, 
it is designed to look like Moghul palace from the outside but inside is a comfortable stately home.  

The grounds are not Indian but there is a stream with linking ponds and waterside planting. 
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Above two photos Bourton House. 

 

The  following photos are of Sezincote house : 

Stella Freeman    Sue Garman 
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THE COFFEE HUB (4th Tuesday of the month) 
  

We had a very entertaining session in June when Don Collins (ex-Chair of SLU3A) came to talk to us 
about his past experiences in Jamaica trying to set up a computer system on this island para-
dise.   What an eventful but great time he had out there with his family!    We had time to chat and 
ask him lots of questions and he had some fascinating memories to share with us. 
  
Please note that 'The Coffee Hub' via Zoom is taking a break in July and August and will resume on 
Zoom on Tuesday, 27th September at 10.30am.  However, we will be meeting in person at Kelmarsh 
Hall and Gardens for coffee at 10.30am on Tuesday, 23rd August.    (Further details to follow nearer 
the time). 
  
If you would like to join our friendly group or require further information about 'The Coffee Hub', then 
please e-mail:  d_a_smith35@hotmail.com 
  

Denise Smith 
 

The HWu3a Choir 
 
The choir performed a selection of songs from Andrew Lloyd Webber at the Harborough Welland 
Get Together’ on Monday 27th June. 

 

 

mailto:d_a_smith35@hotmail.com
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Transport Group 

Michael Milsom Group Leader of the Transport Group also gave a short talk and very interesting 
presentation at this meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jack Horton 

NEW TO ZOOM (4th Tuesday of the month) 
  

Please note there will be no sessions during July and August as we are taking a summer break.    Ses-
sions will resume on Tuesday, 27th September at 9.30am. 
  
If you are interested in finding out more about how to use Zoom, please e-
mail:   d_a_smith35@hotmail.com 
  
Denise Smith 
 
Cycling 

Our first Friday ride in June was another route 
out from Billesdon, going North of the A47. As 
it was Jubilee weekend, Tilton Post Office was 
closed but luckily the Rose & Crown was open 
and they made us very welcome, it was great 
to have Pauline & her husband from Rutland 
u3a joining us for the ride. 

mailto:d_a_smith35@hotmail.com
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The second Friday coincided with National Cycling Week, so Robert arranged an extra 10-mile ride 
from The Old Grammar School, down Welham Lane in a loop with a very sociable coffee stop at Gt 
Bowden Post Office, 

 

Bowden Lane, coming into Welham village, welcome to new member Terry Eato. 

Saturday 11th June was MH Carnival Day of course and our cycle group teamed up with Sustainable 
Harborough & Sustrans to promote cycling in the town. As part of this we ran a very short ride to 
Waterloo Farm Coffee shop and then met lots of people on the stand at Symington’s Rec. 

It was good to welcome Roger, James, Kevin, Jim, Bruce, George, Jean & Phil to the ride and hope to 
see you out with us on one of our regular group rides 
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Our scheduled third Friday ride was on Friday 17th June and started at Draughton Crossing (Maidwell) a 20-
mile route and pretty hilly! 
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A very welcome break at Wythmails in Orlingbury, it was 30 degrees!! Phew – what a scorcher, but 
we’re all smiling, great company, thank you all for coming, Pete, Shirley, Stuart, Anne & Baxter 

See the cycling web page for the full story and all the photos 

https://hwu3a.org.uk/agroupnews/cycling-june-2022-update/ 
 
Kevin Millard 

New Experiences 
After rain stopped play at our May Croquet 
taster, we were lucky to enjoy lovely sunshine 
for the rerun in June, with special welcomes to 
new members Rowena, Julie & Judy. 
Well done to Fiona who scored a “hoop in one” 
and Colin & Christine who were the overall 
winners. 
Next step is trying to get access to the un-
used Bowls green in Welland Park, anyone 
know who on the District Council might help?? 
 

https://hwu3a.org.uk/agroupnews/cycling-june-2022-update/
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Saturday 11th June was MH Carnival day, but 8 of us from The New Experiences group managed to 
find time to visit Deene Park to have a go a Clay Pigeon Shooting. Rod the instructor was very patient 
with us and we even managed to hit a few of the Clays. 
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On Wed 6th July we are going to Cambridge to try our hand at Punting, Look out for the report next 
month - Kevin. 

See the New Experiences web page for the full story and all the photos.  

https://hwu3a.org.uk/agroupnews/new-experiences-june-2022/ 

Kevin Millard 

Petanque 

We continue to take on more new members to the group and somehow manage to keep fitting them 
in! Maybe we are catching up on the holidays we’ve missed out on over the last two years. 

After playing for 3 years (on & off), I’ve just found out that both feet should be inside a 2ft circle 
when throwing the Boule, so the club now have 4 plastic hoops that we can use to make sure we 
stick to the rules. 

 
 

https://hwu3a.org.uk/agroupnews/new-experiences-june-2022/
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f 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If we start to get very busy when people are back from their holidays, we’ll have a look at extending 
the time for another hour, in the meantime if you’re interested in playing, please contact Kevin  
kevinamillard@gmail.com 
See the Petanque web page for the full story and all the photos 
https://hwu3a.org.uk/agroupnews/petanque-june-2022/ 

https://hwu3a.org.uk/agroupnews/petanque-june-2022/
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 Harborough Carnival 10K Run. 
 
Several HWu3a members ran the Harborough Carnival 10k event.  Left to right: Ray Lack,  
Helen Salisbury and Bob Morris.   Member Ged McCresh ran too.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Ukulele Group Entertaining 

On Saturday 18th June the HWu3a ukulele group entertained visitors to the church fair held at Little 
Bowden. The wet weather led to some hastily rearranged tables in the refreshment area to accom-
modate the players but they performed some lively music that got feet tapping and smiles to the 
faces of visitors. The well-deserved ‘payment’ of a tea and large slice of cake was much appreciated 
by the group. They are looking forward to more bookings for similar events. 
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 Ukulele Group continued: 

The Ukulele Group’s last three sessions have been categorised by three very different themes. The first in-
volved song titles which included a COLOUR, such as My Blue Heaven and Forty Shades of Green; the second 
session was all about PLACES, such as Jamaica Farewell and Detroit City; and the most recent session was 
composed of song titles beginning with the word ‘WHEN’, such as When Irish Eyes Are Smiling and the very 
chirpy (!) When The Red Red Robin Comes Bob Bob Bobbin’ Along !  We’ve also begun Concert performances 
again, and have done the first of these at Little Bowden church fete in June.  We have space in the group if 
you’d like to give uke-ing a try – just get in touch.  

David Evans 01858 463045  

Walking Group Reports 

 Tuesday walking group    June report 

 

A 12 strong group met at the Wheel and Compass pub in Weston by Welland and started out in good walking 
weather on a 5.2 mile walk over mostly grass fields with some very inquisitive steers and less inquisitive sheep 
over the undulating and picturesque landscape. The walk took us from the pub up to Mill House along the Mid-
shires Way footpath which skirts through the countryside to the south of Sutton Bassett.  This took us through 
the farmyard at Lodge Farm and down to the river Welland from where we made our way into the village of 
Sutton Bassett and from there back up over fields to Mill House and back to the pub for an enjoyable lunch. 
John Flower 
 
WALKING Half Day 4   

Our June walk was an interesting walk-through part of the Welland Valley.  After walking through the old village 
of Seaton, the route took us across field paths to the picturesque ironstone village of Lyddington, where we sat 
outside the historical Grade1 listed Bede House. This was originally a medieval wing of the palace of the Bish-
ops of Lincoln.  A refreshing ice cream here (see pic.) gave us sufficient energy to make the return route, where 
we took time to view the famous Harringworth viaduct spanning across the Welland Valley (see pic.).  This is 
the largest masonry viaduct in the U.K., and was completed in 1878, with 82 arches, using 20 million bricks and 
costing many lives at the time.   

We then all enjoyed a convivial lunch sitting outside at The George & Dragon at Seaton, which is a pub this 
group has not used before. Thanks to Les and Pauline for a very interesting and enjoyable morning. 

Our next walk is on Thursday 28th July, but details have yet to be finalised.  Put the date in your diary, and we 
will send out details to all members of our group in the near future. 

Mike & Brenda Saywood. 
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 Walking - Half Day Third Thursday     
Our next walk is on 21 July. It will be from West Haddon starting at 10 am, and will cover about 4.7 
miles. The proposed circular route is via the pretty village of Winwick. and has much pleasant open 
scenery. The meeting point is All Saints' Church, High Street, West Haddon. From MH travel via Wel-
ford or Clipston / Naseby and then on through Cold Ashby. Please allow a few minutes extra to find 
somewhere to park in or near the village centre, as spaces can be limited. We should complete the 
walk by about 12.30pm. Please let us know if you would like to take part. New members welcome. 
Alastair & Christine Willis, Peter Devine 01858 419262   

 

 
 

 

 

 

Walking Wednesday half day 

Rather more challenging than some of our recent walks, the June walk from Tilton 0n the Hill was en-
joyed(?) by the eleven of us (just 2 men!!) who arrived back into Tilton about one o'clock. Maybe the 
"There are 16 stiles and it's, erm, hilly" put a few off. The route went via Halstead to the other end of 
Tilton before descending into the Eye Brook valley. Having beaten the nettles down to clear a path 
over the Brook and through the woods we were then confronted with a huge pathless field of spring-
sown wheat fortunately only a foot or so high; there was no option but to plough our way through it. 
Heading for the yellow post on the Skeffington Wood Road we then, after a coffee stop, reached the 
A47 and Skeffington. Here an acute turn took us on some more up and down paths across several 
fields before a massive shire horse confronted us on the planned route. Those rather afraid of such a 
beast took a track which meant clambering over a gate to reach the Skeffington Glebe Road. The 
rest did their best to ignore Dobbin and made for the field exit stile. This one proved extremely diffi-
cult to get over and at this point climbing over a gate seemed the preferable option! United again we 
made our way back via road, footpath and a few more stiles to finally get back to Tilton. 

Bruce White 

Wednesday Strollers 
The walk on Wednesday 10th August will be led by Martin and Gaynor Sandercock and will be a  
circular route around Bitteswell. 
Setting out at 10.30am from the Man at Arms on the pretty green at Bitteswell, LE17 4SB, we start 
through the village, across arable fields and up a lane. There is one stile to leave the village, no hills 
and some interesting views. 
Lunch will be at the Man at Arms and can be ordered before the walk or when we return. 
 
If you would like to join us, please contact Gaynor by Monday 8th August on 01858 880420 
 
Many thanks, 
 
Judith Sampson 
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FRIDAY STROLLERS 

On Friday 12th August we meet at The Stag at Maidwell NN6 9JA, tel. 01604 686700 at 10.30am for a 3-mile 
stroll. If you will be joining us and to book your lunch place contact Ann & Brian Knowles on 01858 289438 by 
midday on Tuesday 9th.  

Thank you, Myrtle and Mike, for leading us on our May stroll. It was good to visit a new area, the weather was 
just right, the scenery excellent and company good. Thank you again for an interesting stroll. 

Julia and Colin  Group Coordinators. 

ALL DAY WALKING GROUP 

The next walk, which will be led by Kevin Millard, will be on Thursday 28th July starting from Bridge St, Thrap-
ston, NN14 4JP (Around ±30 minutes from Market Harborough via A14) 

There is plenty of parking either side of Bridge St, meet at the wall outside Buildbase, ready for 10 o’clock. 

The walk will follow The Nene Way, visiting the pretty villages of Denford and Ringstead, where we stop for cof-
fee, then making our way around Kenewell Lake nature reserve, to cross the Nene at Woodford Mill.  

We re-join the Nene Way, and at the 6-mile marker, we stop at Woodford for picnic lunch on the green and a 
drink at The Dukes Arms. 

After lunch, we continue along the Nene Way, to join the old Northampton to Peterborough railway line, for the 
walk back to Thrapston, with a final crossing of the Nene, on the Thrapston Viaduct, part of the old Kettering to 
Huntingdon branch line. 

Total walk is 8.5m with very few stiles and gentle hills.    

As we are in the middle of holiday season, please let Kevin know if you are walking.  

kevinamillard@gmail.com 07526 657199     Eddie or Edith Dixon Tel: 01858 468758. 

Evening Walking group, June Report. 

The group don’t often start in a village without a pub, but on this occasion, we 
rendezvoused in Laughton and were soon setting off through meadows shared 
by a herd of Long Horn cattle, including a very contented looking bull. 

This section went without further ado and the only obvious problem was the 
regularity of the stiles encountered (nine in all). We were treated to a great view 
of Theddington and beyond. Richard was particularly ‘wowed’ by this panorama. 
Down a fairly steep descent to the canal where we followed the towpath for a 
short distance before climbing back to our starting point including traversing 
the same meadows  

The pub issue was resolved with a welcome drink at The Bell in Gumley where all 
twelve walkers managed to fit round one table in 
the courtyard – no mean feat!  

Thanks to Alastair Willis who shared this walk last year with his half-day group. 
What goes around, comes around.     D.M 

Next walk – provisionally – Mon 18th July from Lubenham. TBC 

mailto:kevinamillard@gmail.com
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All Day Walking Group 

On behalf of everyone in the All Day Walking Group, I would like to say a massive THANK YOU to Dave 
& Ann for organising this year's walking break in the Chilterns. 

The first day saw us exploring the beautiful Beech woodlands around the hotel, then after a very 
hearty breakfast we drove to Marlow for the walk along the Thames Path to Henley. The Henley Re-
gatta was just starting but the closest us walkers could get to it was the view from the bridge. 

The last day's walk was in the hills surrounding the lovely village of Hambleden, an 8 mile loop, then 
for those that braved the afternoon showers, a short ramble down the valley to the Iconic Hamble-
den Lock & Mill. 

A superb break, made even better by a very comfortable hotel with great staff & food and  excellent 
company. 
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Wildlife Group     
  
The wildlife group enjoyed a quiet stroll through Fermyn woods Country Park in Northampton-
shire. Many different wild flowers were seen including Common Century, Yellow wort, Mouse-ear 
Hawkweed, Sainfoin a Pyramidal Orchid, Common Spotted Orchid and tiny white Eyebright. The 
edges of the wood and meadow are home to many different butterflies and there were lots of 
Marbled Whites, Meadow Brown and Ringlets about but despite searching in the Blackthorn thick-
et for a glimpse of the Black Hairstreak we were unable to find any. A Green Spotted woodpecker 
and Heron flew overhead and the distinct eerie "mewing "call of a Buzzard was heard. Black-tailed 
Skimmers, Four spot chasers and a lone Emperor dragonfly were flying over the ponds while a 
Coot chick was seen exploring the reeds. Several interesting insects were spotted including a 
Hoverfly, six spot Burnet moth and a rather colourful iridescent green Swollen thighed beetle 
which feeds on pollen were a few of the insects seen. We then sorted out the worlds heating 
problems over a cup of tea and a sandwich in the Skylark Cafe. 
  
Diana Baxter 

  Swollen Thighed beetle       

Pyramid Orchid  

See more at https://hwu3a.org.uk/agroupnews/june-all-day-walking-group-break/ 
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Six spot Burnet Moth     Marbled White  

Four Spot Chaser  

Fungi name: 

It's Chicken Polypore or Hen in the Woods!   Latin name: Laetiporus sulphureus  

Copy deadline for printed version, Friday 29th July 


